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HILDEGARD R. HENDRICKSON, Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
N. JEAN BUSHMAN, M.N. 
Mace Bearer 
JANE LAFARGUE, Ph.D. 
DAVID MADSEN, Ph.D. 
DANIEL B. MATLOCK, Ph.D. 
GARY H. ZARTER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Marshals 
"Canzona Per Sonare No. 2" 
Giovanni Gabrieli 
"Toccata and Fugue in D Minor" 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
"Air on a G String" 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
"Heth Sold Ein Meisken Gam Om Win" 
Josquin des Prez 
"Intermezzo" from Music for Brass Instruments 
Ingoif Dahi 




Emerald City Brass Quintet 
REVEREND L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
REVEREND JOSEPH 0. MCGOWAN, S.J. 
Director, Campus Ministry 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
Two 




PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 
FORMAL CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
MR. WENDELL P. LOVELESS 
Teacher, Cleveland High School 
MRS. ANN P. WYCKOFF 
Trustee and Friend of Seattle University 
REVEREND RICHARD A. MCCORMICK, S.J. 
John A. O'Brien Professor of Christian Ethics 
University of Notre Dame 
REVEREND RICHARD A. MCCORMICK, S.J. 
"To Everything There is a Season" 
Ed Harris 
"The Last Words of David" 
Randall Thompson 
Seattle University Chorale 
ROUPEN SHAKARIAN, M.M., Director 
JOAN BLYTH, M.M., Accompanist 
ALLISON WESTFALL 
Journalism 
College of Arts and Sciences 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
REVEREND L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
	
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 	 PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
MCGOLDRICK FELLOWSHIP 
BURLINGTON NORTHERN FOUNDATION 
FACULTY ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 
EMERITUS RECOGNITION 
	
BENEDICTION 	 REVEREND PAUL FITTERER, S.J. 
Counseling Center/Theology and Religious Studies 
	
RECESSIONAL 	 "Galliard Battaglia" 
Samuel Scheidt 
"Overture to the Royal Fireworks Music" 
George Frederick Handel 
"Canzon super Canionem Gallicam" 
Samuel Scheidt 
"I Love and Have My Love Regarded" 
Thomas Weelkes 
"Little Fugue in G Minor" 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
Three 
Honorary Degrees 
WENDELL P. LOVELESS 
Wendell P. Loveless, in your 36 years as a high school educator you have served as a model for all teachers who dedicate 
themselves to the growth of students. 
Fundamental to Seattle University's success is the education and encouragement students receive during their high school 
years from dedicated and talented teachers like yourself. 
Throughout your career and in your current post as language arts teacher and counselor at Seattle's Cleveland High 
School, you have touched the lives of many. With equal dedication to all students, you have opened the hearts and minds 
of young people to the artistry of our language. You have instilled in them a lifelong wonder for the magic of learning. 
As one of your colleagues remarked, you "represent all that we as teachers should strive to be." 
Upon you, Wendell P. Loveless, as representative of the many contributions made by the high school teachers of our 
region, Seattle University proudly confers the degree of Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa. 
ANN P. WYCKOFF 
Ann P. Wyckoff, you are a woman whose generous commitment to making our community a better place to live has 
enriched us all. 
You hold a master's degree in social work from the University of Washington. You have served as a leader for 
organizations which strive to enhance our region and to strengthen the lives of the people who live here. You are also 
dedicated to your family, and along with your husband have raised 6 wonderful children who have given you 11 
grandchildren. 
You have worked to help the disabled as a board member of the Easter Seal Society. You have supported excellence in 
secondary education through your involvement with Lakeside School. You have worked to aid high school dropouts 
through your directorship of Educational Clinics, Inc. You have worked to enhance the arts through your support of 
Bagley Wright Theater and as state chairperson of the Kennedy Center for the Arts. 
For many years you have been a dedicated and tireless leader for Seattle University. In 1972 you were named to the 
University's Board of Regents, a position you held until 1982 when you were appointed to the Board of Trustees. As chair 
of the University's President's Club, you have fostered a most significant group of supporters for the institution. Your 
commitment, your support and your belief in Catholic higher education at Seattle University has been of immeasurable 
benefit to the institution, its faculty and its students. All who have worked with you have found a sensitive, compassionate 
and caring person. Today, in 1987, Seattle University is truly a better place because of your efforts. 
Upon you, Ann P. Wyckoff, Seattle University proudly confers the degree of Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa. 
RICHARD A. McCORMICK, S.J. 
Richard A. McCormick, S.J., you are a faithful priest and distinguished scholar whose work has been a force in the 
renewal of contemporary moral theology. 
You have long been recognized as one of this country's most reflective and penetrating ethical scholars. Your books and 
articles illuminate for us critical topics in the areas of social, personal and biomedical ethics. Now, as the John A. O'Brien 
Professor of Christian Ethics at the University of Notre Dame, you are continuing your work and opening the door to 
new thoughts about timeless matters. 
You have shared your wisdom and touched the lives of countless others through your service in posts such as President of 
the Catholic Theological Society, Board Member of the Church's Center for Theology and Public Policy, and Member of 
the Ethical Advisory Board of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Among your many 
honors is the Cardinal Spellman Award by the Catholic Theological Society of America as the "Outstanding Theologian 
of the Year." 
You have continued to challenge us within the Catholic Church with your insight and understanding. 
Upon you, Richard A. McCormick, S.J., Seattle University proudly confers the degree of Doctor of Humanities, honors 
cau.sa. 
Four 
College of Arts and Sciences 
C. DAVID POLLICK, Ph.D., Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 	 ELIZABETH ANN FOUNTAIN 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the College. The two 
volume compact edition of the Oxford English Dictionary is given as the award which honors the memory of Dr. Richard 
P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
RHONDA KAYE AADLAND 
magna cum laude 
JOHN M. ALDERSON* 
NINA LOUISE ANDERSON 
TROY M. ANDERSON* 
MARY ALLISON ASCHE 
JOSEPH PAUL AUMELL, JR. 
cum laude 
SEAN ANTONY AYRES 
LISA MARIE BANKS 
VICr0RIA HELOISE BENVEGNU 
ALLISON ANN BERGERON 
cum laude 
LISA MARIE BINDARA 
NICOLA HOPKINS BLOMSO 
KIM LYNETrE BOGucKI 
CAROL CECEUA BONNY 
GINA MARIA BORYS 
LAURIE L. BOSTON 
MARY WHITNEY BURNS 
ALFONSO MARK CAPONE 
magna cum laude 
MARK C. CHANEN 
SUKHBEER K. CHAWLA* 
LESLIE REBECCA CHERNELL 
magna cum laude 
DANIEL JAMES CLARKSON 
magna cum laude 
ANNIE T. CLINE 
KATHRYN ELISABETH CLOTFEN 
SEAN COONEY 
TAYLOR RYAN Cox 
JULIA ANN DELGIANNI 
magna cum laude 
MARLO KEMAL DEN 
cum laude 
ROBIN MARIE DENINI* 
CAROLINE E. DESILVA 
PHILIP MARTIN DEvIN* 
RANDALL JAMES DIXON *  
ANNE LACY Horz 
cum laude 
GEOFFREY JOHN HUDSON* 
CARRIE LYNN HUNKAPILLER 
DOREEN CHRISTINE HUNTER 
KUNIHIRO IWAKIRI 
TERRENCE A. JAMES 
JENNIFER ANN JASPER 
MAUREEN ANN JOHNSTON 
JOANNE R. JONES 
magna cum laude 
DERRICK TOn KANG 
GREGORY JOHN KEEGAN# 
JEFFREY ALLEN KLOTZ 
magna cum laude 
JAMES LABEAUX 
cum laude 
SUSAN MARIE LAFRANCHI 
ARMAND CONAN LAPOINTE 
LAURA JANE LARKIN 
magna cum laude 
MARK HAUGAARD LsoN 
KATHLEEN ANN LEAHY 
KENNETH FOSTER LOHSE 
KELLE FRANCINE L0UAILLIER# 
FREDERICK WILLIAM LUTHARDT 
cum laude 
JOSEPH PAUL MAASSEN 
RUTH ELIZABETH MANTHE 
cum laude 
CHRISTOPHER FRANK MARCELL 
DONATO BANOS MASAOY III 
JOHN EDWIN MATUSAK 
SHEILA ANN McEvo 
cum lawie 
JOHN MICHAEL MERLINO 
KARL PAUL MICHALOVSKIS* 
CAROL LYNN MICHEL 
WILLIAM STERLING MINER 
CONSTANCE CATHERINE MORENO* 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DONALD HARRINCTON DREW 
cum laude 
RICHARD WARNER DWIGHT 
CU7fl la,u4e 
BONNIE Lou EDNEY 
NADINE CLAIROT FABBISHUSHAN# 
summa cum laude 
VINCENT I. FANUCCHI 
KIRSTEN MARIE FORDE 
cum laude 
ELIZABETH ANN FOUNTAIN 
sumrna cum laude 
JOYCE ANN Fox 
magna cum laude 
MATFHEW MORGAN GENTRY 
STEVEN JOHN GIUNTOLI* 
ALICIA ROSE GOING 
cum laude 
REINETFE HIDEKO GOMI 
MARIANNE JUNKO GORMLEY* 
VIRGINIA GRAvES Goss* 
NANCY MADALENE GRZADZIELEWSKI 
FRANK M. HART 
ERIC P.J. HAUTH 
niagna cum laude 
STEPHEN RAY HAYES 
magna cum laude 
JEAN MARIE HAYS 
summa cum laude 
CHRISTIAN CARL HEINRICHS III 
MARK CHRISTOPHER HEWITF 
CATHERINE ANN HILLES 
cum laude 
BERTINA MARIA HILLINGA 
HIROYASU HIRATA 
magna cum laude 
ANDREAS RICHARD HOHN 
DAVID ALLEN HOLYAN* 
DAWN HOSTENSKE 
*participating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Five 
CARMEL ROOD MUNDELL 
magna cum laude 
ANTHONY ScoTr MYERS 
MASAYUKI NISHIKAWA 
GRETCHEN LEIGH OAKLEY 
cum laude 
ANDREW OWEN O'DONNELL 
CHRIS A. OLIVER 
magna cum laude 
JAMES GARLAND O'LOUGHLIN 
MARTIN GEORGE O'MALLEY 
DEL C. ORDONIA 
CUCHULLAINE M. O'REILLY 
JOHN PROSPER OsTRowsKI 
ANN PADGETr' 
SUZANNE RACHEL PARISIEN 
cum laude 
SYLVIA BERNARDINE PARKES 
DIANE SERENA PAYNE 
MICHELLE THERESA PENNYLEGION 
BLAINE DAVID PHELPS 
MICHELE ANNE PHILLIPS 
BRENDA Joy PITTSLEY 
MARY KAISER PLOUDRE 
JOHN P. POTTER 
REBECCA LYNN PURDUM 
SARI ANNELI RAJA 
cum laude 
JORGE PASILLAS RAMIREZ 
CONSTANCE ANN REES 
cum laude 
PATRICIA CAMILLE BROWN 
MARY CATHERINE CUNNINGHAM 
HOLLY FRANCESCA HOMAN 
BRYAN ELWYN LEWIS 
DAVID LEWIS REES 
summa cum laude 
MARCUS ANGELO REESE 
DANA DAVIS REHM 
EDILIZA SANGA REYFS 
JEFFREY SCOTF ROBERTSON 
JANET L. ROBINSON 
cum laude 
RENEE ROSINSKY' 
KAREN MARY ROSSMAN 
HOPE ELIZABETH RUSHO 
magna cum laude 
RAELENE S.M. SAM' 
KARLEN K. SCHMIDT 
KELLY CHRISTINE SCHREIFELS' 
LANA MICHEL SEIKALY 
SHARON JUDITH SEVDY 
JANET JUANITA SMITH* 
NANCY KATHLEEN SNOUGRASS 
CARRIE ANN SPENCER 
PAULA JEAN SPIDELL 
JANICE JOHNSON STOLEE 
summa cum laude 
MICH& RENE'E SUCHAN 
DEBRA LYNN SWEET 
JOHN BRENNAN TEEHAN, JR. 
SHEILA NANCY TESSEM 
KIMBERLEY ANNE THOMPSON 
curn laude 
STUART A. THOMSON 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
MELISSA ANNE MOONEY 
cum laude 
JENNIFER LYNN PECOT 
KATHLEEN MARY RAINEY-WILLIAMS 
LORI ELIZABETH TOMCZYK 
LANCE ROBERT TORMEY 
STEPHEN D. TRINEN 
ALLYN JEFFREY TURNER 
DEBRA ANN UPSAHL 
FRANCIS PAUL VALENTI 
JENNIFER RUYS VANCE 
cum lau4e 
MICHAEL RONALD VAN ZUYLEN 
VICr0RIA ANNE VELATEGUI 
magna cum laude 
WILLIAM NOEL WALTHER 
ANITA MARIE WAMPACH 
magna cum laude 
GORDON CHARLES WEBB 
cum laude 
KELLI DIANE WEDDLE 
magna cum laude 
LEE T. WENTZ 
VALERIE ANN WESTCOTT 
ALLISON L. WESTFALL 
GREG STEVEN WHISENANT 
MATTHEW GERRY WHITCOMB 
cum laude 
MARCELLA SUEANN WISE 
KURARA YAMAGISHI 
KATSUTOSHI YOSHIKAWA 
ROXANNE REIKO YOUNG 
STEPHEN WAYNE YOUNG' 
BRIAN WALSH ROONEY 
MARC LOUIS SCHLOREDT' 
DAVID ANDREW SNODGRASS 
NOLAN D. THOM' 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
ROBERT ALLEN RICHTER 
cum laude 
LISA MARIE SAK 
magna cum laude 
LAURIE ELIZABETH SANTOSUOSSO 
TERRI A. TOKUDA 
STOREY ANN WINDER-TILLMAN' 
DENISE KELLY WINECK 
KATRINA E. ZABINSKA 
DONNA LEE ZWEEKHORST 
LOREE ANN ABRAHAMSON 
EVAMARIE ANN JOHANSON-ZAMPERIN' 
CINDA BETH LIUM 
ROBERT L. MCINTOSH 
# Two B.A. Degrees Awarded 
Six 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
JOHN PAUL BRANHAM JOHN FRANCIS GORDON 
ANITA L. BRENNER JULIE ANN MOLONEY* 
CHRIS JOSEPH DEGRAZIA MARl NIKI* 
MEGGHAN MARIE DORLAND* GREGORY R. Sciioi.z 
LYNDA JOANN GARY 
cum laude 
JEROME REESE SCHUCHART 
ALICIA L. SEALY 
PATRICIA BEATRICE SMITH 
TOSHIHIRO TODA 
SUSAN MARIE WARD 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MOOTAZ S. AL-MANSOUR H. CHARLES JOHNSON 
ALl M. AL-NAIMI KATHERINE MARY LOEFFLER 
FAISAL M. AL-NAIMI TERESA JEAN Luzzo 
ROBERT RICKY BART STEPHEN J. M0RRI50N* 
JAMES W. BERNTHAL THOMAS KEVIN O'BRIEN 
KANDY KAY GIES PAULA JEAN ODAHL 
MICHELE ANN HUGHES 
Hoy POOLE ROBINSON 
SUZANNE MARIE Ross 
MICHELLE MARIE SCHWAEGLER-PERCIVAL 
JUSTIS SINCLAIRE 
STEVEN MICHAEL TELSTAD 
TERESA MARIE WELCH* 
VERNON W.K. WONG* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ANAY JOSEPHINE LUKETA 	 JAMES NORMAN PARKER 
	
AMELIA PATRICIA RZONCA 
cum laude 
participating in ceremony although degree requiremenLl are not yet complete. 
Seven 
Albers School of Business 
HARRIEr B. STEPHENSON, Ph.D., Interim Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 	 Nim LEE SEGALE 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic excellence 
and contnbutions to the School, the University, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, Dean of 
the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
HALENA LIZMAWATI ABDUL RAZAK WILBUR G. COLOMA GREGORY PAUL HUARD 
JOSHUA ISSAC ADLER T. DIANE COPENHAVER AUDREY LYNN IIDA 
Scorr ALAN ALEXANDER magna cum laude LORI DEE JACOBS 
MARY LYNN ALMONTE Jmy EDWARD CRABB PAULA ANN JOHNSON* 
cum laude BERNADINE CRIsos.roMo* THOMAS FRANcIs JOHNSON 
LINDA SUE ANDERSON JOHN RICHARD DAVIS GARRY BEN JONES 
MARGARET CLAIRE ANDERSON MICHAEL DAVY SUSAN MARIE KALINOSKI 
cum laude DONNA CAROL DEIGHTON cum laude 
ANGELA JOAN ANTONELLI JOHN MICHAEL DEVER JOEL ANDREW KAMACHO 
SALMAH BAKAR JAMES C. DICKINSON DEEPAK ARJUN KATARA 
SHERRI ANN BAKER DUANE COLLINS DICKERSON JAYDEEN FRANCES KELIIHOOMALU 
URSULA M. BANGS CLARA DIKUN* CHRISTOPHER J. KELLY 
stimma cum laude ARLENE CATHERINE DoSONO MARITA J. KENNEY 
THOMAS MARK BARANOWSKI MARCI LYNN DRAY ROBERT WAYNE KENYON 
cum laude CATHERINE LOUISE DUNN DOUGLAS HAR0W KLEIBER 
NANCY ANN BAUCHMAN PATRICIA MARGARET EATON summa cum laude 
magna curn laude JULIE A. EHREDT IRENE ANTIONFITE KLINE 
SUSAN BARBARA BERGER cum laude ANNY SUET-Yl KONG 
ANNE K. BERGQUIST KATHERINE MARIE ELDEMAR KAREN A. KORNELL 
DAVID JOSEPH BFFz SUZAN JOANN Ems MONIKA Ri 	 KRESSNER 
cum laude cum laude HARVEY C. KUBOTA 
KARL SEAN BISSEN MELANIE KAYE ESTEP JULIE ANN KURPEWSKI 
MArFHEW CRAIG BOSWELL MICHAEL B. FLEMING SUSAN KmD 
MICHAEL R. BOURGEOIS CATHY DIANE FLYNN nuzgna cum laude 
rnagna cum laude PATRICIA L1'l.lN FORSMAN PETER SENG TUCK L4M 
JAMES DAVID BRETT TERESA M. FUNG cum laud.e 
SOUSSAN BRIGIIENTI* NORMA L. GALLAGHER JOSEPH MICHAEL LAWLESS 
DARRELL Ross BRYANT JOSEPH REYES GARCILA* cum laude 
cum laude PATRICIA ALICE GARSKE BARBARA A. LENZ 
CHARLES RICHARD BUCHANAN aim laude FRANCIS Y. LEUNG 
cum laude LARRY CHING-CHING GEE PETER W. LEUNG 
CHUONG Huu Bul KURT ALLEN GREMMERT RAYMOND FRANCIS Loo 
INOLA GUMIRAN CABIAO ELAINE JOSE GUERRERO magna cum laude 
BRUCE ALLAN CARRICK DJULIANTO HANDAJANI NGA MONG Luu 
PETER JOHN CARY* LAMFUS HARVEY, JR. TERESA A. MACKENZIE 
FRANKLIN JOHN CASTILLO RALPH OLIVER HEIDE* ANNE MAiuE MACPHERSON 
cum laude PHILLIP WILLIAM HENDRY JANET M. MAGBUAL 
LI-LING CHANG BRIAN T. HENN ALEx E. MALESIS 
cum laude cum laude magna cum laude 
KHANYARAT CHINWANNASOBHON JENNIFER BERNADETTE HERB KAREN JOAN MARTIN 
cum laude magna cum laud.e cum laude 
AMPHAVANH CHITTANANONH JOHN S. HI[SCHER KEVIN CHARLES MCALLISTER 
DIANA CHOU FONG* DARREL RYAN HOKE KATHLEEN M. MCAULIFFE 
JOSEPHINE HOI-MAN Ciiu magna cum laude magna cum laude 
JAMES BRADFORD CLAYPOOL ERIC JAMES HOLMAN MARY LYNN MCAULIFFE 
magna cum laude JANE WENCHI HSIAO cum laude 
DAVID G. COCHRAN KEVIN JOHN MCCLUSKEY* 
Eight 
KATHLEEN MARIE McGITH KENNETH ROBERT Pows TYK B. THoISoN* 
aim laude JULIE D. RANEY THERESA SisoN TONSAY 
MICHAEL MILTON MERKEL* KAREN JOAN RRA SUSAN HOWE TRACEY 
SOREN ANSELM MILLS WILLIAM JosEPH RESD summa cum laude 
summa cum laude EDLITO SANGA REYEs MARY EVELYN TRUDEL 
MARIE CELESTE Miw JILL ANNE1TE RICHARDSON DAVID URBINA 
CATHERINE L. MINTER FRANK A. Roxosz DEREK K. UyEORA* 
GERALYN MARIE MIRANTE PAUL J. RUNNELS THOMAS RALPH VANGEN 
cum laude ScoTr MICHAEL SADLIER aim laude 
SHELLIE EMIK0 MITO cum laude CATHERINE ANN VASEY 
SUSAN YUMIKO MIYAMOTO RONALD J.K.M. SAM cum laude 
T0M0K0 MIYAZAWA JULIE ANN SCHAAF RICHARD W. VAUGHN 
JASMINE MOKHTAR* magna cum laude STEVEN DALE VERTREES 
MARLA LENORE MOMPER STEPHEN JOSEPH SCHEER NONGLAK VIRAMETEEKUL 
COLLEEN MARIE MONAGHAN MARY H. Scorr* TIEN DINH Vu 
JOHN F. Moos NITA LEE SEGALE MATFHEW BONDURLANT WAHLMAN 
SAMUAL WESLEY MooN suinma curn laude LOIS MARIE WALISER 
MATFHEW FRANCIS MORAN PAULA MARIE SEGALE TARRON LESLIE WARD 
ALISA Jo MORRIS L. ERIK SHANNON DIANA LYN WELLS 
MICHAEL JAMES MULLIGAN cum laude JANET LEE WESTERMAYER* 
KENNETH NGIRuT0I MURPHY SHEILA FRANCES SHDO MINA ANN WHALEN 
MARK L. MUSBURGER MARIE BERNICE SHELDRUP BRIAN CHRISTOPHER WHITE 
CRAIG M. NANCE STEPHEN DONALD SHEPHERD cum laude 
DEBRA ANN NEFF JOSEPH KEVIN SHICLEY PEGGY LORAINE WHITLOW 
aim laude TERESA ELLEN SHOOK magna aim laude 
BRIAN LOWELL NELSON aim laude DOUGLAS JOHN WICKLUND 
YUKIE K. NELSON MICHAEL TROY SHUFORD G.TODD WILLIAMS 
TINA NGUYEN* ANNE KJERSTI SINGLETON STEPHEN DWAYNE WILLIAMS 
ALAN SEMBA NOMURA magna aim laude ARNOLD MICHAEL WILLIG 
DAVID PHILIP O'BRIEN SANJAY SIPPY KENNETH AUGUST WINCH 
ROBERT MICHAEL OGLE PATRICK DANIEL SMITH SHELLEY LYNN WINFREY 
summa cum laude BAMBANG SUBROTO SUMARTO PAMELA JEAN WINsHIP* 
CYNTHIA DORIS OH ALl SIJQRAT GERARD ANDRi Wnz* 
CYNTHIA PAINE MARIA CAECILIA SUWARSA FRANCES J. WONC 
EDNA C. PALcONIT CHRISTINE ANN SWENSON WENDY ANN WYWROT 
NICHOLAS S. PARKER* JANET EDLA TALVERDIAN* magna cum laude 
KATHERINE J. PAYNE MARY JEANNE TANGEMAN GEORGE TIMOTHY YEF 
ROBERTA DONOVAN ANN PERRY WILLIAM J. TAYLOR ERNESTO MARTIN YUILUNG* 
ANGELA GAYLE PETRICH magna aim laude RICHARD ELLIOTT ZECH* 
MADELEINE LOUISE PHIWPS VIOLA TORRES TENORIO MICHAEL GEORGE ZEWE 
aim laude curn laude ELLEN ANN ZITKOVICH 
ROBERT NORMAN PIPER VINCENT JOHN TERLAJE cim laude 
MARK ALLEN PORTIN* DEBORAH CHERYL THOMAS 
aim lav4e 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
KHALID SAAD ADROON DENIS PHILIP DENNEHY* DANIEL FRANCIS MONAHAN 
ELIZABETH AKINYI AWUOR CHRISTOPHER ALLAN FARIS SHARON ANNE NELSON 
BARBARA MARIA BADER aim laude Scorr RUSSEL RERUCHA 
LEESA ANN BROWN MARK HOUSTON HALL ANTHONY JAMES STEWART* 
BILLY EMILE CHANEY PETER S.T. LAM JOLANTA SZYMANOWSKA* 
ELAINE GAY CHOW SONG EDWARD PATRICK LANE CECILIA MASGA TUDELA 
*partzc ipazing 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Nine 
School of Education 
JOHN J. GILROY, Ph.D., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 	 DEBORAH ANN GRIFFIN 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the School of Education by the Dean of the School. Selection is based on 
professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic achievement and service to 
the University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
JONI LYNN BRILL 
magna aim laude 
WAI FAN MABEL CHAN 
summa cum laude 
MARTHA J. DELORENZO 
PATRICK JOSEPH DELORENZO 
cuin laude 
PAMELA GAY EMME 
DEBORAH ANN GRIFFIN 
summa cum laude 
JENNIFER LEE BILL 
cum laud.e 
GAYLA DIANE BOAST 
CHERYL L. COLEMAN 
magna cum laude 
KIRSTEN ALEXANDRIA COSGROVE 
LENNIE A. DEGUZMAN 
GAYLE M. DONALDSON 
NANCY ANN FLANAGAN 
magna cum laude 
NANCY ANN GOLDSMITH 
MAUREEN PATRICIA HARRIGAN* 
DIN0 PAUL FRANCIS JOSIE 
TODD GINO Kocu 
magna cum lauxie 
PETER J. LARSEN 
cum laude 
EILEEN MARY MCMANNON 
cum laude 
Scorr K. MILLER 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
DERRICK TOD KANG 
LYNETFE D. KILPATRICK 
KERI CHIEMI KOBASHIGAWA 
TANE ANNE LAZZAR 
magna cum laude 
CAROL ANN LIVINGSTON 
JEAN SUZANNE LOPEZ 
cum laude 
TRACY JOANN MAHLEN 
DENISE MARIE MAHONY 
cum laude 
TAMRA MCKENZIE  
CATHERINE ANN MONTEMAYOR 
MATFHEW F. ROGERS 
FATIMAH BTE TAHERBHAI 
VICTORIA ANNE VELATEGUI 
magna cum laude 
WILLIAM NOEL WALTHER 
LEE T. WENTZ 
LYNN KATHRYN MCLAUGHLIN 
SUSAN LYNN MOKLER 
NICOLE D. POWELL 
cum laude 
JENNIFER LYNNE TOMAS 
magna cum laude 
SUSAN LEE TROUP 
BARBARA LUCILLE ULVIN 
DEBRA ANN VAN WYK 
 
L0RI Y. YONEMITSU 
Institute of Public Service 
ESTHER RAY MILLS, Ph.D., Director 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
JOSEPH V. BADER 
	
JEANETFE MARIE JONES* 
	
ABDULLAH ABDULLRAHMAN SIIUWAIER 
KATHY L. BEAUMONT 	 LARRY FITZGERALD MAY 
	
ELIZABETH A. SICKTICH 
MARY LOUISE COLASURDO 
	
PAMELA M. MILLER* 
	
CAMILLA MARY STONEBACK 
ELISA MARIE FLORENDO 	 TROY ERIC MONOHON 
	
KEVIN L. WAKASA* 
APRIL MARIE GAINES 	 cum laude 	 DAVID VICTOR YEAWORTH, JR. 
TOBEY PETE GALLEGOS 
	
ANNA MARIA PRATA 
	
WENDY MARIE YOSHIMURA 
nagna cum laude 
Ten 
School of Nursing 
KATHLEEN E. KORTHUIS, Ph.D. R.N.,Dean 
SISTER MARY Rum NIEH0rF AWARD 	 TERRENCE G. FURLONG 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in Nursing, and participation in school and community activities, which honors the memory of Sister 
Mary Ruth who was Dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
MARY DIANE ANDERSON TERRENCE G. FURLONG CHRISTINA MARIE MONTGOMERY 
rnagna cum laude cum laude cum laude 
CAROL LOUISE ANNINO ELIZABETH CONSTANCE GEMS KATHRYN JEAN MOORE 
LAUREN A. ASABA MARY PATRICIA GREENHECK ABEBECH MULUGETA 
JULIE ANNA BAUTISTA EILEEN MYREE HANOWELL Lois MIE NAKAMURA 
magna cum laude CORAL JUNE HANSEN cum laude 
ELIZABETH ANNE BETHUNE summa aim laude JUDITH M. NELSON* 
BARBARA L. BOITANO ANN MARIE HEDEQUIST JANNA LOUISE POTrER 
BARBARA RENEE BONINE cum laude curn laude 
DENNIS F. BROWN CHERYL LOREEN HENLEY SARAH KATE PRATF-BARLOW 
SUSAN ANN BUNDT MARTINE S. HEwIrr BARBARA SUZErFE PRESTON 
cum laude JANICE LOREEN Hoors MARY LOUISE RANSOM 
TRACI MARIE BURGLER DAWN HOSTENSKE magna cum laude 
SHANNON BURKE ANITA LOUISE HOUTARY NANCY JEAN RINGWOOD 
BARBARA JEAN CARLSON ROSEMARY CECELIA JAMES DANA LYNN SHINNICK 
CHERYLANN CELlO cum laude NANCY MORGAN SHURTLEFF 
STACY A. CH0I NANCY ANN Y. KATAYAMA magna cum laude 
CECILIA J. C6RDOVA MARY Jo KELLY CINDI RAE SMITH 
ANNE MARGUERITE CROGHAN THOMAS EDWARD KERSHAW JULIE EILEEN SMITH 
HOLLY ANN CULVER MARY ELIZABETH KEYSER cum laude 
BONNIE F. DANIELS cum laude NANCY JEAN SONN 
MARC B. DELISLE VIcKI LYNN KOLDEN DANA MARIE STEWART 
magna cuin laude PATRICIA ANN LAVALLEE CAROL SCHWENDEMAN STICK 
CYNTHIA M. DEMERS DEBORAH ANN LAWSON JUDITH MARY STRANDLIEN 
PATRICIA JOSEPHINE DIMARCO magna cum laude cum laude 
MICHELLE MARY Dovu TAMAR SARA LEVITr JANET RENfE TOMLAN 
DAVID ARTHUR DWINELL cum laude SUSAN MARIE TRAUB 
magna aim laude PATRICIA A. MANNIX CAROL SWEENEY ULIS 
ANNE LOUISE DYKSTRA cum laude summa cuin laude 
MARSHA DENISE EMBRY CHERYL MARIE MANZONI KIMBERLEY ELISABETH WEST 
cum laude ANGELA CATHERINE MCCULLOUGH THERESE S. WHALEY 
KATHRYN ANN EVANS COLLEEN CONNER MESHKE cum laude 
ANN MARIE FICCA cum laude CELESTE THERESE WIEMAN 
HEIDI ELIZABETH FLATOW TERESA ANGELA MILLOY GREGORY M. WILHELM 
cum laude LEONE K. MITCHELL LYNN AKEMI YAMAUCHI 
JENNIFER ANN Fox cum laude 
magna curn laude 
*participating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Eleven 
School of Science and Engineering 
TERRY J. VAN DEE WERFF, D. PHIL, Dean 
REVEREND EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J. AWARD 
	 ANGELA RAE LABBE 
Awarded to the graduating engineering student judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, dedication 
and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding Dean of the School of Engineering at Seattle University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STEVEN EDWARD BAUS 
	 SHUK CHING CHAN* 	 DOUGLAS KING* 
JULIA A. BRENNAN 	 CHRISTOPHER ALLAN FARIS 
	 ALLAN DEWAYNE LOUCKS 
LORRAINE JEANNETrE BROWN 
	 cum laude 	 ANAY JOSEPHINE LUKETA 
cum laude 	 RICHARD NEWTON HEEKE 	 cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STEVEN EDWARD BAUS ABBESELOM GHERMAY BONNIE M. RUTHERFORD 
YULIANA DEWI ROSANTI BONG magna curn laude M. COLLEEN SHERRY 
MICHAEL JORGE DALY YVONNE S. MUGGLI ALISON LYNN SHIGAKI' 
JACQUELINE M. DUNDON magna atm laude LYONEL PAUL SHINE* 
MARIE SANDRA FIELDHOUSE KEITH NEAL CARRIE ANN SPENCER 
CHARLES PRESTON GARDNER JENNIFER C. Y. Wu 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
MARK RICHARD COLOMBO MARIA CARlOAD V. ILAR JEFFREY LEE SMITH 
summa cum laude cum laude sum ma cum laude 
NINA DARA DEBOO* MARTIN ALLEN KUBEJA' PATRICK JON SOUSA 
JACQUELINE EM! FURUSHO HENRIETFA LORENA MAYUGA cum laude 
TIMOTHY EDWARD SAWYER 
summa cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
WENDY MAY GEORGE-PHIPPEN 	 ELIZABSTH ANN MECH 
	 GREGORY WATSON SMrFH 
JOHN SIN-SWAN Ju 	 magna cum laude 	 cum laude 
magna cum laude 	 KEVIN LEE STILLMAN' 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
DEREK JOHN CHOW 
TIMOTHY MICHAEL GOODMAN 
LARRY EDWARD JARAMILLO' 
ANGELA RAE LABBE 
magna atm laude 
JEFFREY ALLAN REMILY' 
PAUL GEORGE ROBINSON 
magna atm laude 
SUTILUK SCHMIDT 
HAMZAH B. TALIB 
ESTHER WANGADI 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
Al.! ETEMAD-MOGHADAM 	 JOHN SIN-SWAN JU 	 THEODORE FRANKLIN PILOT 
magna cum laude 
	 magna atm laude 	 magna cum laude 
'participating in ceremony although degree requiremenLl are not yet corn plete. 
Twelve 
DAVID HAMILTON BARR* 
REBECCA H. BEHRMAN 
cum laude 
LAURINDA SUE CLARK 
cum laude 
THOMAS L. FASNACHT 
REBECCA S. GIBBONS 
aim laude 
TERESA ANN HAMPTON 
JANIS ANN HOUGHTON 
magna aim lau4e 
KAREN ANN KENNY 
CATHY ANN KOMARNISKI 
OFELIA LAZARO* 
ANN KATHLEEN MCMICHAEL* 
CAROLYN YUKIKO MIYAKE* 
STEVEN EDWARD MOSQUEDA 
DONNA VIVIAN PEHA 
aim laude 
ANITA M. SWIERKOWSIU 
TONDA BEST ULMER 
DANNA DARLENE WINKELMAN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CHRISTINA ANDERSON 
RENITA MARIE BANDER 
GEORGE I. KINGS 
REUBEN JOSEPH LAM 
cum laude 
JAMES ALAN LANDOWSKI 
THOMAS FRANCIS LEW 
cum laude 
SRAN Roy PARENT 
CHERYL SADIE PARKER 
ARIANTO RIDWAN 
KELLY J. SHORTREED 
cum laude  
KORY CHARLES SROCK* 
MAI TRANG Tm TRAN 
JEROME TLAN-SOO WEE 
DAVID EARL WILLIAMSON 
aim laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ARVE AARSKOG 
KHALED SABAH AL-BULOUSHI 
CHRISTOPHER STEN WILLIAM ANDERSON 
nuzgna cum laude 
DOUGLAS J. BAROVSKY 
BRADLEY JAMES BARROWS 
magna cum laude 
ANTHONY RAY BLAIR 
DIsRA DAWN BOOTH 
JAMES RAYMOND BOSANKO 
TODD LARRY BRAINARD 
MICHAEL WILLIAM BRUNER* 
SOUR KIM CHHENG 
CHANG Gu CHOI 
BRIAN VINCENT COLBY 
aim laude 
SUSAN ELAINE DAACKE 
BARRY JOHN DECOCQ 
TIMOTHY JOHN DIMARCO 
CRAIG STEVEN DOWLING 
HOSSEIN ETEMAD-MOGHADAM 
summa cum laude 
AFTAB ANWAR FAROOQI 
JOHN R. GAFFNEY 
STUART ALLAN GREGORY 
CLARK R. HATAISHI* 
RICHARD WILLIAM HENDRICKS 
cum laude 
TODD HIu. 
magna cum laude 
KELLY LAURENCE HIRSCH 
magna cum laude 
NGOC-CHAU TU HUA 
GEORGE WALTER JOHNSON 
cum laude 
STEVEN CARL KOEFFLER 
rnagna cum laud.e 
NELSON CHONG-HONG LAI 
CURTIS GLEN LAIRD 
CHRISTOPHER GREGORY LAWRENCE 
summa cum laude 
KEN WAI LEUNG 
FREDERICK ANDREW LIEN 
ARTHUR ALAN LYELL 
ALLEN SCOrr MAY 
MARY COLLEEN MITCHELL 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES MOHR 
MICHAEL S. MURPHY 
ANNE-[TE MATZEN NEARY 
LUKE ANDREW NEELY 
BAO NGOC NGUYEN 
DOAI DONG NGUYEN 
magna aim laude  
BRYAN JOSEPH OAS 
magna cum laude 
JOHN J. OSTLUND 
aim laude 
ERLING MENLO PARLOVA 
PAUL ANTHONY PIEI'ROMONACO 
ABRAR RAHMATULLAH 
JOHN SANGER RINGBLOOM 
JOHN CHRISTOPHER SACHS 
DONALD A. SCHNELL 
sumrna cum laude 
RICHARD KENT SCHULGEN 
MARTIN W. SCOONES 
SYLVIA MARIE SHAKERLEY 
THEODORE LEE SIMON 
CALVIN D. SMITH 
MARK JOSEPH SUPIK 
LYNNE MARIE THOMPSON 
magna cum laude 
FRANK Tou 
CHINH Quoc TRAN 
ARENT WIKEN 
CHESTER MARK WILSON 
magna cum laude 
DEREK STUART WILSON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
SUSAN EILEEN ERICKSON 
	 PAMELA LYNNE MITZLAFF 	 MICHAEL JOHN ROPA 
STEPHEN GERALD HYDE 	 JESSE REYES PENDON 	 RAY NOBORU KAHEKILI TERAMOTO 
HORMOZ KHAJAVI 
	 JOANN MARIE RAY 	 MARY LORRAINE WARNER 
JANICE LORRAINE MCCLEAN 
	 WAYNE BRIAN YOUNG 
magna curn laude 
*particlpating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Thirteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION 
WENDY JEN KEN BEPPLE 
cum laude 
CLAUDIA ARMSTRONG CAMPBELL 
JOLENE MARIE DICKSON* 
REBECCA ANN GARBERt 
LINDA LEE HELLER 
magna cum laude  
BETI-IANY ANN JONES 
KATHRYN E. MCELVAINE* 
JANE MARY PERRY 
PEGGY JANE RIVERS 
cum laude  
DOLAT TABAN DEE SALEH 
JACKELINE B. SOL 
LEILANI P. TAGORDA 
QUYEN THI LE TRAN* 
LYNNE CARMEL URLACHER* 
TAINA LAURELLE VALONE* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
GLEN Scoi-r DAYrON 	 CRAIG ALAN MACKEY 
cum laude 	 surnma cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MICHAEL LEE ARNOLD 
JOHN GARRETF BARNES 
magna curn laude 
RAYMOND PETER BRUNS 
HAROLD JAMES CHESAK 
JEFF B. CHILCOTr 
DAVID RAY DAVIS 
DONALD EDWARD DURAND 
cum laude 
JORGE ANTONIO ESCALONA 
DANIEL ROBERT JELLEN 
magna cum laude 
MEHRYAR KAZEMIAN 
THEIN DAN KHIN 
PAUL KozLovsKI 
MARK STEVEN MCCUTCHEN* 
REID RIKI0 NABARRETE* 
MOHSEN SEDGHI-NASSAB 
HAMIZAN BIN OSMAN 
JOHN ALBERT Orr 
CHERYL SADIE PARKER  
JALAL BIN PARMAN* 
SHAWN T. SANEKANE 
ELIZABETH VIRGINIA SAUTTER 
curn laude 
MARK JOSEPH SIMMONDS 
SEAN ROBERT SULLIVAN 
cum laude 
MATFI-IEW ROBERT TAVARES* 
KATHERINE LESLIE VAN LEHN 
Scorr ANTHONY YURCZYK* 
YOUNG LYUL ZEON* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
COLLEEN MARIE DEAN 
	
MARGARET C. NELSON 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
NAJI MOHAMMED HAMDAN* 	 PARTO MOSHREFZADEH 	 HAMED SAHARI.RASHTI* 
ANNE M. KING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS 
BRIAN VINCENT COLBY 
	 BRIAN WARN 	 DAVID CARL WESTON 
JAMES RAYMOND SCHINDLER 
*participating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Fourteen 
Matteo Ricci College II 
BERNARD M. STECKLER, Ph.D., Dean 
MRC AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
	
SOREN ANSELM Mju_s 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the MRC ideal; one who marvels at the wealth of human experience yet 
wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth yet 
questions its value and relevance; serves the human community yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing 
revelation of the divine to humanity. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LIsA MARIE BANKS# MARY ELIZABETH KEYSER# 
ANDREW BUCHANAN BELL cum laude 
JEFF A. CALLIES PETER ANDREW KIENAST 
PETER JOHN CARO DAVID JOHN KLEKOTKA 
RICHARD M. CROOKS HARVEY C. KUBOTA# 
ANA MARIA CROWLEY JULIE KUOPPAMAKI 
FRANCES ANNE DAHLINE PAUL JOSEPH LABELLARTE 
ELIZABETH DALEY GRAY MARY KATHERINE LAUGHLIN 
magna cum laude CRY INGEBJORG LOKLINGHOLM 
DENIS PHILIP DENNEEY*# cum laude 
MARGITA ANNE-MARIE DORNAY DAWN MARIE MAYES 
DONALD HARRINGTON DREW# JOHN MICHAEL MERLINO# 
BRIAN EDWARD EARL MARX RICHARDS METCALF 
PHILLIP BURKLEY ELROD LISA MARIE MICHELI 
MARK HOUSTON HALL# cum laude 
ERIC MATrHEW HAMPTON SOREN ANSELM MILLS# 
TERESA ANN HAMPTON# summa cum laude 
MICHELE ANN HUGHES# JAMES MICHAEL MUCKLESTONE 
DANIEL ROBERT JELLEN# KEITH NEAL*# 
rnagna cum laude JEFFREY MICHAEL NICHOLLS 
BETHANY ANN JONES# 
MARTIN GEORGE OMALLEY*# 
ANN PADGETF*# 
JENNIFER JOYCE PHIPPS 
BRETF ANTHONY POWERS 
KRISTINE LEE RAHE 
JOANN MARIE RAY 
ROCKNE DALE RHODES 
HARRY B. RICH, JR. 
ANNA MARIA ROBLES 
ALISON LYNN SHIGAKI# 
JULIE THERESE TRAINOR 
STEPHEN DOUGLAS TRINEN# 
FRANK JOHN VEASEY 
DANA LYNN WINSTON 
cum laude 
RAUL N. YLANAN 
LISA YOSHIzuMI 
ELLEN ANN Zn-KOvIcH# 
cum laude 
# Two Baccalaureate Degrees Awarded 
Fifteen 
Graduate School 
MARYLOU WYsE, Ph.D., Dean 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
ALICE JEANNE DANANN 	 LOUISE ANN KROENKE 
	 JAMES WILLIAM RUBLE 
EDWARD M. FARREY 	 PEGGY JEAN PERRON 	 MONICA DAWN SAUNDERS-JENSEN 
DAN MICHAEL FITZPATRICK 
	 SVSANNAH W. PETERSEN 	 SUSAN MARGARET SIMONS 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
CLAUDIA CORY RILAN ERICA ANN HOFF ANNA MARIE RiNoNos LATIMER 
CAROL ANN BUSER GABRIELA E. I-IöHN JOAN MARIE NISKANEN 
LAUREL WURSCHUM CARRAHER RENE MARIE HULET JANET C. OLIVER 
MARILYE ANNE MASON COHEN BARBARA A.E. JOHNSON MYUNG SooK PARK 
CHRISTINE ERDAHL CARLA ANN KLEEFELD DIANE MARIE POWERS 
JUNE MARIE GABRIEL RICHARD KORTSEP EVA JACQUELINE USADI 
ENRICO GNAULATI BRUCE DAVID KUGLER E. JANE ZAPPONE 
EFTHIMIA EFY GRIVAS 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
ROBERT DAVID ERIK.SEN 
	 LARRY H. LAURENCE 	 STACIA ANN MCINELLY 
MEGAN CAHALAN KELLEY 	 JOAN LYNCH 	 GLEN PATRIC MERRIWETHER 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN KIMBLE 
	 GARY LOUIS MADER 	 LENA MARIE WILLIAMS 
MARGOT WINGER LARRABEE 	 JOHN WALLACE MARSHALL 
	 JANE LOPEZ WINKLER 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
DORIS FLORINE ABRAVANEL ANDREW M. DOUGLAS THOMAS BRIAN KING 
MARIE HELEN AHRENS M. FRANCISCO EBREO PATRICK JAMES KOEPLIN 
SUZANNE DAVIS AINGE SHERRY LYNN EISWALD LEO V. KOSENKRANIUS 
KRISTINE BETH ANDERSON DEBORAH LYNNE FARRIS JAMES ANTHONY LAMBO, JR. 
CARMEN LYNN ANGIULI ROBERT E. FRANCE SAM H. LEE 
ARTHUR PAUL BALDWIN VAN-REX GALLARD JAMES WILLIAM LEITH 
STEPHEN T. BROCKWAY KERRIN M. GIBBONS BRADFORD DAVID LELAND 
GREGORY L. BROWN WILLIAM JEROME GUNDERMAN III QUINTIN PAREDES LIM 
RORFRT A. BROWN ROBERT WILLIAM HAMILTON, JR. CRAIG ANDREW LINDBERG 
MARGARET OLIVIA BuSTION ANITA MARIE HAPKA RAYMOND QUNE-SENG Li TING WAI 
MARILYN KAY CALLOWAY PIYA HARNPHANICH GARY EVANS Low 
WILLIAM ARTHUR CARPENTER DEBORAH ZELLENSKY HARSH MARK EDWARD LUTI4I 
ROBERT GLENN CARE DANIEL BRUCE HASLAM CHRIS S. MCFAUL 
RORY S. CATES REBECCA BRUHN HELLYER ROSALIE RAPS MELNICK 
SUCHET CHAYANURAK PAUL JAY HESLA RICHARD JAMES MILLER 
MARTHA CHUNGWHA CHOE AILEEN WA! Ho JANICE M. MORTENSON 
JOHN N. CHRISTENSEN NANCY CLARICE JOHNSON ALAN NELSON MURDOCK 
TIMOTHY J. CHROBUCK CHITFIMA KAROONKORNSAKUL BRIAN L. NORLING 
SANDRA NASH CLARK ROBERT ALLAN KEEGAN KRIS RODGER OLIN 
FRED EDGAR DIGGS RITA MARIE KELLY BRUCE EDWARD PALLANTE 
Sixteen 
LINDA S. PAUL EL.IZABETH MARIE Scorr JOHN PAUL TRZIL 
KENNETH MATTHEW PERANTONI CAROL ANN SEXTON MA KRISTINA WAHLSTRöM 
TIMOTHY JOHN PIERSON LISA BULMER SHAEFFER LARRY LOUIS WIEMANN 
MARCEL GORDON PIGHIN WILLIAM THOMAS SINGLETON, JR. DENNIS G. WIGHT 
JOHN NEWTON PoRmous RICHARD PAUL SOOD NORMAN R. WIGHT 
Jo ANNIE PRUDg JOSEPH E. SwANZY NANCY A. WILKES 
LORRIE MARIE REITERMAN MARC DAVIS THERRIEN DAVID ALAN WILLIAMS 
PATRICIA ROOTJES ROBERTS MICHAEL HARWOOD TIBBITS LO-YING LOUISE LEW WONG 
PHILIP GUY ROBERTS BARBARA TRENCHI ZEMED A. YITREF 
HAYrHAM HIKMAT SABA JAMES Ross YOUNG 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
BERNAL C. BACA MILDRED ROSE LAWRENCE ANNE D. Rou.ow 
CATHY LYNNE BROWN DsoIH ANNE Lurz SHIRLEY A. Scorr 
KATHRYN OYER CRUZE LAI I. MAN SARA SCHROEDER SEAGER 
MARY ANN HERSHEERGER CHARLES JOHN MASSENA MARILYN J. STAUTER 
SUELLEN JAMES MARIE-FRANCE C. JADOT MINTON ROBERT CARL SWANSON 
PEGGY E. KAUFMAN TRAdE ELIZABETH POOLE-DIXON NANCY JANE WEIGER 
PATRICIA E. RASMUSSEN 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
SHARYN K. ARNHART-ENTROP TERRY JOHN ENNIS BARJA JEAN NAZARETIZ 
FANNIE M. AUSTIN BEVERLY JEAN FLESCHER JOAN CATHERINE NICHOLSON 
JEANNFTFE ANN BERNIER DIANNA LEE GALANTE ANGELA JOY PICARDO 
SIRI MARIE BERRY MARILYN K. GAMROTH LILLIE B. PLUMMER 
MARK HIRAM BOND SUE ANNE GARTER LESTER ALLEN PRICE, JR. 
DIANE MAURA BRODERICK JOAN F. GRAHAM BRIAN H. RAE 
WM. TAFF BROWN KAREN ANN HANSEN KAREN L. REULE 
KATHRYN B. CINQUE LIN V. HASTINGS LLOY MCCAULEY SCHAAF 
MARGARET ANN CUNNINGHAM ALLYSON GRIFFITH JAMES RAYMOND A. SCHUL, C.F.C. 
NANCY ANN LORCH CURTISS DORIS GAYLE JANKOW5KI LORI L. SINER 
IRENE M. DAVIS JULIE SUSAN LER BARBARA LEX STORMS 
ALBERT DEJAEN RICHARD P. LESNICK CORNELIA J. DUCLOS TODD 
HARVEY DEUTSCH JUDITH MARIE MATHENY ELLEN MARIE WILLIAMS 
SANDRA WHITEHEAD DYER LINDA EVELYN MAUDSLIEN KEIKO MASAMI YOSHIZUMI 
NADINE RUDE ENGH MARILYN J. MCCLELLAN 
MASTER OF MINISTRY 
ARMAND DON ALCAZAR ANNE-I-FE E. FERNHOLZ KATHRYN A. GANFIELD RICKERT 
ELIZABETH DESLOGE BECKMAN RICHARD ALAN KELLER-SCHOLZ SANDRA L. SHUBERT 
SR. DAMIAN BEYER MARY ELLEN KNOLL ANN THERESE SINCLAIR 
MARY JANE BRADY DAVIDA YVETTE MALLOW SR. ANNA MARIE STADLER 
JOSEPH PATRICK CARNEY ELLEN FRANCES MILLER LAWAYN ANN TROM 
JEAN MARIE DUREL CHARLES EDWARD MROZINSKI MARY ANN WARNER 
GRACE ANN FELDBRUEGCE THERESA ANN OWENS 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
CAROL D. BIALOCK 	 JOHN HENRY HOWE 	 SR. RITA A. MENKE 
MARYALICE BoYCK 	 PAULISSA JIRIK, S.S.N.D. 	 SHRILA ANNE SEEKINS 
GRACE ELISABETH KEIGLEY 
Seventeen 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
JOHN KARL BIERLEIN PHYLLIS ANN HANSEN JODY LYNN PILARSKI 
MICHAEL J. BLACKWELL KAREN TILLMAN HARDER KAREN DIANE PORTZER 
JENNIFER KAY BLOOM JAMES WALTER HARMS JANA MARIE RANSOM 
ANA CARMEN BOHMFALK DEXTER Scorr HENDRIX P. DIANE SCHNEIDER 
CYNTHIA A. BOYCE TSAI-CIIUAN Ho KATHYRN ANN SORENSEN 
LAWRENCE KEITH BRIJBAKER BARBARA J. KORDUCKI BERNADINE M. TERRY 
J. CHRISTOPHER BULEOMI SUSAN JOANNE LOFTHUS ANGLICA BRIDGET VELSQUEZ 
JUDITH ANN CARRITHERS Kizrro MAREDZA LAWRENCE NORVELL WELDON 
JOSEPH ROBERT CRITES DANIEL L. MCLAUGHLIN JANE ELIZABETH WHITE 
THOMAS R. CURTIS FRANK JOSEPH MIGAI0W HAROLD LEON WILSON 
TERRENCE E. GILMORE DAREN NAKAGAWA KAREN GWYN HAWKINS WISSINGER 
ROBERT CARRELL GROESCHELL KATHRINE OLWEILER VALERIE BLESSING YEREES 
PATRICK JOSEPH HAND JUDITH ANNE BOOKER YOUNGMAN 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
MAUREEN M. BARR 
	 JOSEPH JAMES KIESEL-NIELD 
	 RICHARD FRANcIS LORENZ 
FRANCES CAPANO BLANCHEI'TE 	 JOYCE WOOD KING 	 LILLIE PANG 
ANNIS RAE HENSON 	 GAYLERD EUGENE QUIGLEY 
DANIEL PETER HERRON 
	 IRENE AIDA SOTO 
MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
DOUGLAS DAVID BROWN CHARLES WESLEY HURLOCKF.R, JR. KATHERINE SARAH SHERMAN 
JOHN MARTIN EIKANGER MAUREEN ELIZABETh MCLAUGHLIN JAMES BURTON STAUFFER 
KATHRYN BATES HILL ROBIN LINNg PULLAR GANESAN VENKATRAMAN 
AUSSA MAE HOWELL MARK ALLEN ROGERS JOHN WILLIAM WINES 
ERNEST L. HUGHES KEVIN JAMES WOOLEY 
MASTER OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
VINH Huu DINH 	 DOLAT P. SALEH 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
JEANNETFE ANN BERNIER 	 LINDA MICKELSON MARCUSE 	 RUTH ANN SMITH 
SUSAN KAY HALL 
	 CONSTANCE P. NICHOLSON 	 BERNICE IRENE WILLIAMS 
Eighteen 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
PATEIcX GEORGE AABY 
"An Analysis and Historical Perspective of Natural 
Helpers: Building on Its Strengths" 
DONNA MYRLE ALLEN 
 
"Training and Development for Classified Employees 
in Washington's Community Colleges Influence on 
Job Effectiveness, Career Development, and Job 
Sat isfaction" 
KErn-i ARTHUR ANDERSON 
"Guidelines for K-12, Comprehensive Counseling Pro-
grams" 
PEtER ANSINGH 
"School Size as it Relates to Satisfaction with High 
School Education: A Survey of High School Grad-
uates" 
LESLIE ANN BLIDF,E 
"Effect of Computerization of Health Information 
on Competency Requirements for Medical Record 
Administrators" 
LAURA JANE CARVEY 
"Marketing Evening MBA Programs: The Use of the 
Importance-Performance Model in Measuring Student 
Satisfaction" 
JACK CUFrON ERNST, JR, 
"A Study of Charismatic Qualilies and School 
Principals" 
PATRICIA MAE FELTIN 
"Independent Learning in Four Montessori Elemen-
tary Classrooms" 
MARY JANE FIt&SER 
"Seeking a Balance: Women Speak of Dependence, 
Independence, and Interdependence" 
CATHLEEN CLEARY HAGMAN 
"A Study of Effectiveness of Rural Washington Corn' 
munity Colleges" 
RUTH ANN HARMS 
Conflict Management: A Secondary School Curric-
ulum" 
Jo ANN JORDAN 
"Motivational Factors for Entering the School of 
Education and Subsequent Career Paths of Seattle 
University Women Graduates" 
J UDI MARIE KOSTERMAN SCHMITZ 
"The Current Status of Drug and Alcohol Prevention 
Education in Washington State: Factors Inhibiting 
and Enhancing Implementation" 
SUSAN MATHER 
"Elementary Learning Disabled Students' Reading 
Gains Relative to the Model of Service Delivery and 
Individual Student Characteristics" 
GARY PAUL REUL 
"A Study of the Effectiveness of Educational Service 
Districts in the State of Washington" 
RICHARD J. SCHULTE 
"Effective Community Leadership: A Process Model 
and Training Program" 
STEVEN CARTER Scorr 
"Leadership Skills for Senior Pastors in Large Luthe-
ran Congregations" 
DARRLYN ANN SMrnI 
"The Status of the Arts in Elementary Remedial Read- 
ing Programs In the State of Washington: What is 
Currently Existing? What are the Future Possibilities?" 
JOHN REA SWIGER 
"A Resource Guide and Tentative Model for Middle 
Schools hnplementation" 
LEANN MARIE TORGERSON 
"Teacher Induction: A Study of Practices Involving 
Beginning Elementary Teachers in the Greater Puget 
Sound Area with a Recommended Model for im-
plernentation" 
HAROLD JAMES WALKER 
"A Model for Developing a Data Base System for 
Accessing Services to Assist Youth" 
FRANCINE ELIZABETH WALLS 
"The Current Status and Ethical Concerns of Infor-
mation Intermediaries in the Pacific Northwest" 
STEVEN RAY YOUNGBLOOD 
"Staff Development for Middle Level Educators in the 
State of Washington" 
Formal Conferral of Degrees 
WIU,IA1rI J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
UNIVERSITY PRFSIDENT 
BY VIRTUE OF THE AUTHORITY GRANTED BY THE CHARTER OF SEATI'LE UNIVERSITY 
AND VESTED IN ME BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
AND ACTING UPON THE RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE DEANS AND FACULTIES OF THE SEVERAL COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS, 
I HEREBY CONFER UPON THE GRADUATES OF 1987 
WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THEIR PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
AND BEEN SO CERTIFIED BY THE REGISTRAR OF THE UNIVERSITY, 
THE DEGREES OF BACHELOR, MASTER AND DOCTOR 
WITH ALL THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES PERTAINING THEREUNTO. 
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President 's A ward 	 MARK RICHARD COWMBO 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of 
outstanding achievement, the President's Award is an engraved silver tray. 
The Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellowship 
MARYLOU WYsE, Ph.D. 
The President of the University has named Dr. Marylou Wyse, the James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellow, in recognition of 
her outstanding devotion to students, dedication to faculty and promotion of the Jesuit ethos. Dr. Wyse, has been a 
faculty member since 1965, Dean of the Graduate School since 1980, and was acting Academic Vice President in 1981-82. 
Emeritus Recognition 
Seattle University in sincere and grateful acknowledgement of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the University 
and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on: 
CHU C. CHANG - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS 
HEWN E. HEWITr - PROFESSOR OF NURSING 
ALEXANDER F. MCDONALD, S.J.— ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
JOHN R. TALEVICH - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM 
FIL&NcIs P. Woon, S.J. - PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is an historically 
ordered, integrated study of the great thinkers of the western world designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation 
and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the socio-cultural context. After completing the Honors 
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The following students have completed the program: Aiphonso M. Capone, Julia A. Del Gianm, Bonnie L. Edney, 
Nadine K. FabbiShushan, Liz A. Fountain, Stephen R. Hayes, Laura J. Larkin, Frederich W. Luthardt, Jr., Hope E. 
Rusho, Elizabeth V. Sautter, Mary L. Warner and Wendy A. Wywrot. 
Commissions 
JUNE, 1987 - Karl S. Bissen, Field Artillery; Barbara R. Bonine, Army Nurse Corps; Mark R. Colombo, Educational 
Delay; Taylor R. Cox, Aviation; Holly A. Culver, Army Nurse Corps; Deidre Green, Unassigned; Mary E. Keyser, Army 
Nurse Corps; Raymond F. Loo, Finance Corps; Timothy E. Sawyer, Educational Delay; Avanulas R. Smiley, Unassigned; 
Kristin M. Taber, Unassigned; and Ray N.K. Teramoto, Signal Corps. 
JULY, 1987 - Leslie R. Chernell, Unassigned. 
Student Academic Awards 
Eugene F. Fabre Award—Presented annually by Alpha Sigma Nu to the senior 
	 Dan Clarkson 
who has done the most to promote scholarship, loyalty and service 
	 Nadine FabbiShushan 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science 	 Hiroyasu Hirata 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award 
	 Darrell R. Bryant 
Albers School of Business Distinguished Service Award 	 Soren A. Mills 
Albers School of Business Leadership Award 	 Peggy L. Whitlow 
Twenty 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award 
Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member Award 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Award 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award 
Hal Lemon Memorial Award 
Paul Volpe Outstanding Senior Award 
Small Business Administration Award 
Dorothy Blystad Award in Mathematics or Science at Secondary Level 
Chenelle L. Schaeffer 
Soren A. Mills 
Mary L. Almonte 
Leslie A. Cooley 
Francisco Ebreo 







Student Achievement Awards 
Sigma Theta Tau - Outstanding Nursing Senior Awards 
University President's Trophy 
ROTC Commander's Sabre Award 
Fr. James B. McGoldrick S.J., Award for Leadership Excellence 
Superior Senior Cadet 
Colonel Steven J. Millet Award 
Military Order of World Wars - Gold 
- Silver 
- Bronze 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Regional Student Paper Competition - First Place 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Regional Student Paper Competition - Third Place 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Regional Paper Competition - Second Place 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Regional Paper Competition - Fourth Place 
American Chemical Society, Puget Sound Section Best Presentation Award 
National Conference in Undergraduate Chemistry Research - First Place Paper 
Terrence Furlong 
Julie E. Smith 
Robert Olson 
Raymond F. Loo 
Timothy Sawyer 
Barbara R. Bonine 
Karl Bissen 
Stefanie N. Osier 
Steven L. Phinney 





Ali Etemad Moghadam 
Ted Pilot 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Rhonda Aadland, Kim Arnett, Joseph P. Aumell, Jr., Steven J. Baldwin, Brad Barrows, Linda Bender, Joni Brill, 
Theodore P. Byrne, Al Capone, Dan Clarkson, Mark Columbo, Cheryl L. Coop, Colleen Dean, Nadine FabbiShushan, 
Elizabeth A. Fountain, Joyce A. Fox, Jennifer Gaibraith, Nedra M. Gallagher, Ruby L. Gardner, Dan Gartland, Jennifer 
Grathwol, Peter K. Hauge, Jean Hays, Richard Hendricks, Todd Hill, Hiroyasu Hirata, Anne Hotz, Linda S. Johnson, 
John Sin-Swan Ju, Patricia M. Kearny, Jeff Klotz, Ofelia Lazaro, Chou T. Lee, Anne Marie MacPherson, Trissa B. Mae 
Rauen, Steve McCulloch, Admir Memaran-Dadgar, Soren A. Mills, Ali E. Moghadam, Victor H. Mora, Daniel E. 
Nadig, John Ostland, Roberta A. Perry, Ted F. Pilot, Anna Prata, Mary Ranson, Lisa Marie Saks, Tim Sawyer, Mary 
Schunzel, Gregory Smith, Janet Mercer Smith, Jeff Smith, Julie Schafer Smith, Rosemarie Tannich, Matt Whitcomb, 
Jessie M. Wendt and Wendy Wywrot. 
BETA ALPHA PSI, NATIONAL ACCOIJNTING HONORARY 
Mary Almonte, Linda Anderson, Margaret Anderson, David Betz, Soussann Brighenti, Margaret Bustion, Suzanne 
Chouinard, James Claypool, Leslie Cooley, David Daughters, Pat Forsman, Holly Gucker, Jennifer Gutman, Sean 
Henderson, Janet Hoyman, Scott Izutsu, Susan Kydd, Bruce Lecky, Elina Lee, Angie Logan, Kathleen McCullough, 
Twenty-One 
Cathy Minter, Emi Mito, Kimberly Morehead, Kim Mukhar, Debbie Neff, Robert Ogle, MaryJane Parks, Kelly 
Pencoske, Mark Regimbal, Kim Richter, Frank Rokosz, Hans Schneeberge, Eric Shannon, Patrick Smith, Dawna 
Stanfield, Deborah Thomas, Tye Thorson, Alyce Tomich, Susan Tracy, Thomas Vagen, Tarron Ward, Brian White, 
Peggy Whitlow, Doug Wicklund, Frances Wong, Martin Yamamoto and Ellen Zitkovich. 
BETA BETA BETA, NATIONAL BIOLOGY HONORARY 
Mark Colombo, Mike Daly, Charles Gardner, Martin Kebeja, Lorena Mayuga, Tim Sawyer, Jeff Smith and Pat Sousa. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONORARY 
Steve K. Aagard, Ursula M. Bangs, Paul B. Boorman, Theodore P. Byrne, James B. Claypool, Sherry Lynn Eiswald, 
Darrel R. Hoke, Rita Marie Kelly, Gary E. Low, Soren A. Mills, Lana Laverne Nicholson, Roberta Anne Perry, Kahi S. 
Ploeger, Jeffrey M. Radek, Ti Ting Wa!, Q.S. Raymond, Julie A. Schaal, Nita L. Segale, Anne K. Singleton, Susan H. 
Tracey, John P. Trzil, Peggy Whitlow and Wendy A. Wywrot. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Mary D. Anderson, Cindy M. Brunner, Marc B. Delisle, Lisa J. Espey, Cheri L. Frye, Coral J. Hansen, Rosemary C. 
James, Ronnie J. Katz, Karen S. Kelly, Leone K. Mitchell, Christina Montgomery, Lois M. Nakamura, Carol J. Sarns, 
Donna M. Scully, Carol Stick Carol S. Ulis and Gail N. Whitesell. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Chris Anderson, Brad Barrows, Brian Colby, David Davis, Hossein Etemad, Richard Hendricks, Todd Hill, Larry 
Jaramillo, Dan Jellen, Steve Koeffler, Angela Labbe, Chris Lawrence, Richard Mahoney, Jot McDonald, Bryan Oas, 
John Ostland, Bruce Richmond, Paul Robinson, Jeff Sanders, Elizabeth Sautter, Donald Schnell, Lynn Thomson and 
Mark Wilson, 
Scholarsh 4's 
Seattle University has many corporate and memorial donors who are very generous to the University. We have listed only 
those scholarship recipients, who are graduating seniors. 
CORPORATE/ MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
ALUMNI MERIT: Mark Colombo, Deborah Griffin, Paul Pietromonaco 
ARTHUR ANDERSON ASIAN AMERICAN: Frances Wong 
BOEING COMPANY: David Davis, Donald Schnell 
LOUELLA COOK: Eric Hauth, Stephen Hays 
JOHN C. ERICKSON: Larry Jaramillo 
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP: Kevin McAllister, Tye Thorson, Thomas Vangen, Brian White 
ALICE FISHER: Teresa Milloy 
HAAS FOUNDATION: John Teehan 
McCLEARY EDUCATION: Jeanni Lopez, Victoria Velateagui 
JAMES B. McGOLDRICK, S.J. SCHOLARSHIP: Lynne Urlacher 
McLELLAN NURSING SCHOLARSHIP: Jennifer Fox, Mary Ransom 
NAEF SCHOLARS: Joni Brill, Alphonso Capone, Daniel Clarkson, James Claypool, Nadine Fabbishushan, Elizabeth 
Fountain, Abbeselam Ghermay, Deborah Griffin, Stephen Hays, Jean Hays, Jennifer Herb, Jeffrey Klotz, Soren Mills, 
Ted Pilot, Mary Ransom, Wendy Wywrot 
Twenty- Two 
RAINIER BANCORPORATION: Mary Almonte, Patricia Cannon, Donna Deighton, Arlene Dosono, Catherine 
Dunn, Julie Ehredt, Patricia Garske, Janet Magbual, Kathleen McAuliffe, Madeleine Phillips, Nita Segale, Teresa 
Shook, Viola Tenono, Catherine Vasey, Peggy Whitlow. 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY MERIT: Lorraine Brown, Susan Bundt, Aiphonso Capone, Laurinda Clark, James 
Claypool, Mark Colombo, Colleen Dean, Mario Dene, Nadine FabbiShushan, Heidi Flatlow, Elizabeth Fountain, 
Jennifer Fox, Patricia Garske, Alicia Going, Deborah Griffin, Stephen Hays, Jean Hays, Richard Hendricks, 
Jennifer Herb, Todd Hill, Darrel Hoke, Maria liar, Larry Jaramillo, Daniel Jellen, Jeffrey Kiotz, Angela Labbe, 
Laura Larkin, Ofelia Lazaro, Gry Loklingholm, Fred Luthardt, Craig Mackey, Janet Magbual, Kathleen McAuliffe, 
Kathleen McGarth, Elizabeth Mech, James Mucklestone, Lois Nakamura, Madeleine Phillips, Mary Ransom, John 
Sachs, Elizabeth Sautter, Julie Schaaf, Donald Schnell, Mary Schunzel, Nita Segale, Viola Tenorio, Catherine 
Vasey, Dana Winston, Wendy Wywrot 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI SCHOLARSHIP: Anne McPherson 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: Chris Oliver 
CONGRESSIONAL TEACHERS: Gayla Boast 
KELLY TELEVISION/KCPQ: Jennifer Vance 
LABOR TEMPLE: Wendy Wywrot 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP: Paul Pietromonaco 
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS: Donald Schnell 
OVERALL SERVICES: Cynthia Paine 
SEAFIRST BANK: Jeffrey Smith 
HANS AND CLARA ZIMMERMAN: Carol Annino, Ofelia Lazaro, Lois Nakamura 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Kimberley K. Anable, Molly K. Atkinson, Gregory A. Beckman, Jr., Stefania Bennett, Bent L. Benson, Cheryl L. 
Block, Matthew A. Collins, Sarah L. Corcoran, James J. Davis, Patrick R. DeMuth, Rita A. Dufresne, Robin M. 
Eastridge, Miriam L. Gonzales-White, Christoper P. Hanna, Thomas J. Higgins, Matthew R. King, Katy M. 
Koenen, Connie M. Michels, Ryan A. Moore, William F. Ocampo, Nina M. Piguette, Carla P. Roskam, Lorraine T. 
Savage, Nannette M. Sell, Tracie A. Sloper, Brian R. Smith, Thomas M. Swope, Clarke W. Tibbits and Stephanie 
M. Zimsen. 
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Karl S. Bissne, Barbara R. Bonine, Leslie R. Chernell, Mark R. Colombo, Taylor R. Cox, Holly A. Culver, Mary E. 
Keyser, Raymond F. Loo, Timothy E. Sawyer and Ray N.K. Teramoto. 
STUDENT SERVICE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Angie Babcock, Spectator Assistant Managing Editor; Lisa Banks, Spectator Arts/Entertainment Editor; Trisha 
Brown, ASSU Activities Vice President; Elisa Florendo, ASSU Executive Coordinator; Abbey Ghermay, ASSU 
President; John Kammerer, Spectator Darkroom Manager; Peter Lam, Spectator Business Manager; Lorena 
Mayuga, ASSU Executive Coordinator; Marty Niland, Spectator Sports Editor; Thertsak Sae Tung, Spectator Sales 
Manager; John Schwab, ASSU Financial Vice President; Lorine Singleton, ASSU Executive Vice President; Ann-
Marie Smith, Spectator Copy Editor; Debbie Sweet, ASSU Activities Assistant; John Teehan, Spectator Editor; and 
Allison Westfall, Spectator Managing Editor. 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
Twenty- Three 
University Governance 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ROBERT D. O'BRIEN, CHAIR RHOADY LEE, JR. ROBERT L. SHEERAN 
GENEVIEVE ALBERS PAUL L. LOCATELLI, S.J. ANDREW V. SMITH 
JOHN K. BLUME HARRY MULLIKIN WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
EMMETT H. CARROLL, S.J. THOMAS H. O'LEARY JOSPEH A. TETLOW, S.J. 
WILLIAM J. CLANCY LAMMERT B. OTrEN, S.J. DANIEL C. WEBER, S.J. 
JOHN D. DURBIN DONALD PHELPS T. A. WII..soN 
JOHN W. ELLIS JAMES C. PIGorr FRANCIS P. WooD, S.J. 
PATRICK FAHEY ROSANNE ROYER ANN WYCKOFF 
WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
JOHN MCMILLAN, CHAIR VINCENT A. GERVAIS ROBERT L. SHEERAN 
JOSEPH K. ABEL LEO J. HINDERY, JR. CHARLES RILEY 
THOMAS BANNAN (EMERITUS) JOHN D. HOUGH THOMAS W. ROACH 
JOHN A. BEYER, SR. WALTER T. HUBBARD CELESTE RoccE 
PETER BIGELOW JAMES T. HUGHES MILLIE RUSSELL 
WILLIAM E. BOEING, JR. D. JOHN JOLLY VALERIE RYAN 
EUGENE BRENNER COLLEEN KINERK MARY ANN SAUVAGE 
CIFFF BURGLIN RHOADY LEE, SR. MICHAEL J. SCHRECK 
DENNIS M. COLLERAN DOROTHY LYNCH S. JOSEF SELAK 
DOROTHY CORDOVA MARY MALARKEY BOYD SHARP 
JOSEPH R. CURTIS GORDON A. MCHENRY, JR. Lois SPELLMAN 
RALPH M. DAVIS MICHAEL MCHUGH WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
MICHAEL E. DENNEHY DAVID L. MOBERLY JOHN R. WALSH, JR. 
BRIAN DUCEY JOHN A. MOGA ROBERT WEBER 
JAMES D. DWYER WILLIAM G.MORAN, SR. WILLIAM WEISFIELD 
ANN FARRELL DANIEL W. MURPHY FREDERIC S. WEISS 
VIRGIL FASSIO PAUL T. NOLAN JAMES WILLIAMS 
CARLOS FLOHR (EMERITUS) ROBERT D. O'BRIEN WILLIAM P. WOODS (EMERITUS) 
JOSEPH M. GAFFNEY CAROL WRIGHT 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
	
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D., D.D. 	 JEREMY STRINGER, Ph.D. 
	
President 	 Vice President for Student Life 
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President 
L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
GREGORY F. LUCEY, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President For University Relations 
DENISS. RANSMEIER, M.B.A.. 
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
GEORGE A. PIERCE, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Administration 
SHELIA M. HOOD, M.A. 
Associate Vice President 
for Enrollment Services 
APRIL F. SNYDER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
G. DAVID POLLICK, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
HARRIET B. STEPHENSON, Ph.D. 
Interim Dean, Albers School of Business 
Twenty-Four  
KATHLEEN E. KORTHUIS, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Nursing 
JOHN J. GILROY, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Education 
TERRY J. VAN DER WERFF, D.PHIL. 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering 
MARYLOU WYSE, Ph.D. 
Dean, Graduate School 
ESTHER RAY MILLS, Ph.D. 
Director, Institute of Public Service 
BERNARD M. STECKLER, Ph.D. 
Dean, Maueo Ricci II 
